
Here's a step by step of what to expect!

To order your custom artwork:

Choose 1-2 photos (ideally 1 photo) that you would like me to paint from.
Read through this entire document and have a size you would like to order in
mind. (If you're not sure, we can discuss this together as well). 

Fill out the form.

 I will email you about your inquiry and we can discuss all of the specifics you
would like in your artwork. 

Paying for your artwork:

To secure your spot, I will collect 50% of the total and I will begin painting
your painting. Please note that I do not send any in-progress photos of the
artwork. Expect around 5-7 weeks for the completion of your artwork. In
some cases, I might require longer and will inform you prior to starting. If
there is a request for an expedited completion date, and it is accepted, there
is an extra charge of $200 for a rush fee. You will not be charged if the artist
finishes early without a request. 

When your artwork is ready:

 I will send you a photo of your painting when it is finished. If
everything looks good to you, then you have 14 days to pay the remaining
balance. In the case that you would like me to adjust anything, you are given
2-free small edits. Any additional edits will be charged at the discretion of the
artist. 

Shipping:

Once you approve the painting and I receive the last payment, I will add a
varnish coat and prepare it for shipping.

I will send you the tracking info via email and the painting is on its way to you! 



OIL ON 
WOOD PANEL

8"x 8" Starting at $525
8"x 10" Starting at $575
9"x 12" Starting at $625
11"x 14" Starting at $700
12"x 16" Starting at $775
16"x 20" Starting at $850
18"x 24" Starting at $1200
24"x 36" Starting at $1800

Below is a rough breakdown of available sizes and starting  
prices. Please note that the price is subject to increase

based on the requested subject matter and specificity of
the order according to the artist's discretion. 

Price and size breakdown

Additional sizes 
may be available! 
Contact Michaela 

for details 

Please note: 50% of the price will be collected upfront to reserve your spot! 
*PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE FRAMING 

Please refer to the next page for the size requirements of portrait paintings



For 2 portraits in one artwork: 11"x 14" or larger only
For 3 portraits in one artwork: 12" or 16" or larger only

For Full figure: 18" x 24" or larger  

Portrait requirements

For any other customizations, please be informed that they
can be added as additional costs based on the artist's

discretion.  

What is a portrait exactly?
 A portrait is a figure that is cropped to include only the head to the
shoulders or torso. 

FULL FIGURE PORTRAIT PORTRAIT

I’m currently only accepting paintings of 3 figures or less.  



What's included in the package?

FREE U.S. shipping
FREE varnish coat to protect your artwork for many years
FREE wire attachment for easy hanging (optional) 



Here's a few tips to keep in mind
when sending me photos! 

If it's not a pretty picture, most likely it won't make the
prettiest painting. If possible, please use a high quality
camera/phone! 

The more photos the better! Send me multiple angles,
compositions, zoom in, zoom out. I like to have as much
visual information as possible! 

If you are looking for multiple people in your artwork,
(please have one photo of ALL of your individuals
together.  

Keep in mind, I am not photoshop! Minor adjustments,
additions can be fine, but because of light, shadow, color
harmonies and other complexities, too much piecing
together can be impossible - trust me on this!! Please
keep it to 2 photos maximum for each artwork. 

Please, don't edit the photos! If you have them, send me
the raw, unfiltered, untouched photos and I can edit and
filter based on what I need in a reference.



Additional info
Custom paintings are non-returnable and non-refundable .

Artist owns all images of artwork.

I am always here for any questions you have! Feel free to email me at
michaelamoffett1@gmail.com with any question/concern you have!

If you fail to pay the remaining balance of the artwork once the painting
is finished within 3 weeks of its completion, you will be charged an
additional $100 as a late fee plus another $100 each week it is late.  


